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INTRODUCTION
Project
TANDEM, a project co-funded by the EU Erasmus+ KA2 programme, aims to improve
the key competences and employability of both low-skilled migrants and local adults
by enabling the migrants to capitalise their already existing linguistic abilities and
teaching their own language to local adults, using innovative and non-formal
methodologies, promoting in this way cultural exchanges and peer-learning.

Project partners
•
•
•
•
•

Centro per lo sviluppo creativo “Danilo Dolci”, Italy (Coordinator)
Active Citizen Partnership, Greece
Compass GmbH, Austria
CSI Center for Social Innovation LTD, Cyprus
Iberika Education Group GGMBH – Germany

About this hand-out
The main objective of this handout is to offer guidelines that will enable language
learners to take part in language exchanges or also called in this handout: “Language
Cafés”. These are intercultural and linguistic exchange workshops taking inspiration
from the Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) methodology, and that provide for
both migrant and local participants an opportunity for peer language-learning and teaching.
The purpose of the Language Cafés is to offer opportunities for friendly intercultural
conversations that increase the participants’ linguistic skills in non-educational
settings. They are typically set up as informal social events where exchanges between
migrants and locals of the receiving country are encouraged to interact.
The benefits of such an encounter are multiple: migrant participants can draw from
such exchange opportunities for language practice and socialisation with locals, thus
increasing their chances for better and faster inclusion in the receiving country. Local
participants can instead improve their intercultural communication competencies and
improve new foreign language skills. Finally, the exchanges are a fun way to make
locals and migrants interact, learn from each other, and promote equal learning.
This hand-out gives tips for the preparation and running of a Language Café to anyone
who wishes to implement cultural and linguistic exchanges. This hand-out is suitable
for all those who look to acquire the foundations of language teaching, become aware
of the key principles of learning processes and strategies, and experience intercultural
exchanges with people from different backgrounds.
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This handout offers:
•
•
•
•

Tips and guidelines on the design of one-to-one language exchanges
Information about task-based language teaching
Pedagogical advice on how to use TBLT methodology in language exchanges
A framework to a better recognition of cultural diversity

Figure 1: Linguistic and Cultural exchanges organized by Danilo Dolci during the
TANDEM Multiplier Event
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SECTION I - INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE
EXCHANGE AND TASK BASED LANGUAGE
TEACHING
1.1. Language exchange
Language exchange is a method of language learning based on mutual language
practice by at least two learning partners who are speakers of different languages.
This is usually done by two native speakers teaching each other their native language.
All participants can participate in a language where they can hold a conversation
regardless of their language background and levels.
Language exchange enables the learners to;
● Review and improve the language knowledge of vocabulary, grammar,
structures, and pronunciation, knowledge of culture and society in the local area
as well as the fields relating to the topic of every language exchange.
● Enhance language skills, especially Listening, Speaking and communication
skills;
● Improve soft skills cooperation skills, planning skills, monitoring skills,
presentation skills, and conflict management skills;

Figure 2: Language cafe in Italy, during the TANDEM multiplier event,
organized by CSC Danilo Dolci
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1.2. Task Based Language Teaching
This section provides theoretical knowledge to the Task-Based Language Teaching
(TBLT) approach. For more information, please have a look at the various resources
developed by the TANDEM project on TBLT: www.teachyourlanguage.eu/resources
Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) is the language teaching methodology that
has been used in the TANDEM project and inspired the methodology and format
adopted in the Language Cafés.
TBLT stems from the Communicative Approach (CA) which defines linguistic
interaction as both the means and the goal of language teaching and learning.
TBLT, originated in the 1980s, is based on the idea that language learning derives
from the performance of linguistic activities that follow natural language acquisition,
namely communication, and has proved to be an effective language teaching method
for a multitude of reasons:
• It is not solely based on formal knowledge of the language. On the contrary,
it focuses on what learners can understand immediately, thus creating
contexts of use where learners can experiment freely with the portions of
language that they already master, observe their limits first-hand, and make
gradual progress from simpler to more complex linguistic forms;
• It is not a teacher-centred methodology. On the contrary, it makes learners
responsible for their own learning by raising their awareness of their
language skills;
• It favours fluency over accuracy. Therefore, it requires learners to first solve
meaning-based communicative problems (tasks) and then analyses
linguistic forms;
• It does not force the learners’ production skills. On the contrary, it leaves
the learners free to produce with the language that they already know. It
falls upon the teacher to extend the learners’ production skills on the basis
of the data collected during the learning process.

TBLT is organised in three phases: the pre-task phase, the task cycle and the posttask phase. A task can be seen as overall activity, in which a communicative problem
needs to be solved and through the completion of the task, language learning can take
place.

PRE-TASK PHASE
In the pre-task phase, the teacher takes on a more predominant role by introducing
the topic of the lesson, giving linguistic input through a brainstorming activity or
creative introduction, planning the task and explaining its structures. The objective of
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the pre-task phase is to provide the learners with as much material and information as
possible, in such a way as to reactivate existing but “sleeping” linguistic knowledge in
the memory of the learners.

TASK CYCLE
The task cycle consists in carrying out the task, and is divided into three sub-phases:
1. task execution (one learner, a pair of learners or group of learners solve the
communicative problem posed by the task);
2. report-planning (the learners plan an oral or written account of how the task
was executed);
3. report (an oral or written account of the experiences and results obtained
with the task execution is reported to the class).
During the task execution, the learners are encouraged to invest on fluency rather than
on accuracy. They try to communicate as adequately as possible and make use of all
the language and strategies that they have available to solve the communicative
problem. On the other hand, the teacher acts as a facilitator and provides support only
to solve problems that would completely hinder the task execution or when learners
ask for help with specific things. Subsequently, the teacher allows for an adequate
amount of time for the learners to plan a report that outlines how the task was solved.
During the report-planning, the learners gradually transition from fluency to accuracy,
as they are encouraged to start reflecting explicitly on how to share with the class a
message that describes how they worked to execute the task.
Finally, with the report, the learners describe their work to the class. In this phase, all
learners (and the teacher) are entitled to ask questions and clarifications on the
choices made to execute the task.

POST-TASK CYCLE
The teacher takes on a more dominant role, and transitions the learners towards the
analysis and practice of a chosen linguistic form, which was most probably elicited
during the task execution. With the analysis, the teacher conducts an explicit focus
on form by bringing words, phrases, and forms to the learners’ attention. With the
practice, the learners can make use of the forms reviewed during the analysis.
Evaluations will provide useful information for the teachers when planning further
tasks.

1.3 Implementation of the Language Café workshops
The following paragraphs are dedicated to the practical implementation of the
Language Cafés. The role of the facilitators and of the learning pairs will be described.
Some practical tips will be given for the overall organisation of the Language Cafés.
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Finally, some examples will be provided on how to conduct Language Cafés in
presence or online mode with or without a facilitator.

Figure 3: Language Cafe in Cyprus,
organised by CSI
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The methodology of the Language Cafe Workshops
The methodology of the language workshops is based on four aspects of language
learning; listening, speaking, reading and writing, but particularly focuses on listening
comprehension and speaking skills. Participants will get experience of language
teaching and learning in a non-formal and a flexible environment. Such an
environment has the potential of lowering the learning pairs’ affective filter and of
increasing the chances of a successful learning process.
Facilitator role before and during the language cafe:
• Set up workshop sessions such as arrangement of the materials, venue,
timing;
• Explain the goals of the language exchange
• Establish clear ground rules that will be followed by the participants
• Proposing inspirational activities that can help the participants get started
with the language and cultural exchange if need be;
• Managing any arising conflict, if need be;
• Monitoring the sessions

In order to stimulate learning and active participation of the pairs, the facilitators could
advise the following techniques that can be adopted by the pairs between sessions:
• Recommend each other books, songs, series or films in your respective
languages, and spend a while discussing your opinions of them.
• Keep in touch with your partner outside scheduled sessions via email or
mobile (text messages, WhatsApp, etc.).
• With your partner, find out about cultural events and activities in your city to
see if there are any that interest you both.
In general, here are some points which facilitators can take into account when
organizing cultural and linguistic exchanges:
• The general aim is on accomplishment of a real-life task and activities in
the Language Café workshops through which one learns a new language
• Participants who are unfamiliar with this learning context may not feel
comfortable or productive in this learning environment. Facilitators must be
conscious that they may need to allow time for adjustment, encouragement
and confidence building.
• The psychological dynamics of the group will have a strong influence on
the success of working groups in learning.
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• New experiences require learners willing to take risks or to try out new
methods, ideas, or experiences so the spirit of adventure must be nurtured
by the facilitators.
• For a successful implementation of task-based languages, it is important
that the facilitator knows the learners. In order to ensure smooth
implementation of TANDEM language cafe sessions, the pairs can start
with some ‘’ice-breakers’’ and ‘’get to know each other’’ activities that will
enable the facilitator to set the right learning & teaching environment and
understand the interests and needs.
• Facilitator should provide information on Task based language teaching
methodology that will be used by the pairs
• Facilitator should provide (especially in the beginning) different materials
(authentic materials) that can be used by the pairs. Later on, the pairs can
also provide the materials themselves.
• It is important that materials developed on a task-based framework should
meet the needs of beginner and learners with low language competences
• Facilitators should know that technological equipment and visual materials
have a significant role in accelerating language acquisition and its
endurance.
• Facilitator should ensure the presence of internet connection
• Arrangement of venue, equipment should be finalised before
implementation of language courses

Materials
The materials used will, of course, depend on these factors; topic, target language
area, skills and learners' need and interests. As said above, the facilitator can bring
materials (such as pictures) which can inspire conversations between pairs, or the
pairs can make and bring their own materials in the language that they are teaching.
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Figure 4: Language Cafe in Greece, organized by ACP

Pairs can also take inspiration from the “open-text book on TBLT” and bring materials
indicated in the example activities. In general, materials can include:
•
•
•
•

Boards
Board markers
Pen, pencils
Authentic materials

Printed materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food labels
Magazines
Newspapers
Greeting cards
Calendars
Street signs
Pictures of topics that you would like to address during the language exchange
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Auditory materials (If the pairs have digital skills, these materials can be included)
•
•

Online newspapers
Electronic devices such as computer, laptop to be able use songs, web pages,
radio & TV broadcasts, films

Complementary materials can be added to the language cafe sessions, and the
sessions can be adapted to the needs and interests of the learners. In the annex,
some examples of materials can be found.

Venue
Any place that is spacious enough to make pairs interact can be good for a language
exchange. However, here are some tips to choose a perfect place:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Enough space to store the materials to be used in language exchange
Suitable seating order so that learners can feel more comfortable and seating
order suitable for speaking/listening activities are necessary to develop the four
basic skills of language teaching, namely, listening, reading, writing, and
speaking.
Seating orders should be arranged in ideal way that two people can sit together
Presence of the technological equipment with which they can use the language
actively
Silent environment where the pairs can hear/understand each other well.
Accessible location
Place that offers an informal but private atmosphere

Figure 5: Language café in a bar in Nicosia, organized by CSI
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Language exchange sessions can be face-to-face or virtual, or a combination of both,
according to the circumstances. You can read more about online language exchanges
below.

Language Cafe Sessions
When designing language cafe workshops, attention should be paid on participants’
motives and the reasons that led the learners to the language cafe workshops. In this
way, a language café is not only a practical way to learn a language, but also will
increase the efficiency of the language learning, and will keep students to come back.
If the learning objectives of learners are not yet known when starting the language
cafés, it could be a good idea to start with an ice-breaking activity. In general, it is
advised to start each language exchange with an ice-breaker activity to get-to-know
each other and to create a friendly atmosphere.
Icebreaker activity:

Example 1: Title of the Activity: Motivation Word Boards
Suggested Time: 10-15 min.
Goal: This activity involves developing visual and personal representations of trying
and. quitting and highlighting the personal and emotional differences involved in
the choices to try and give up.
Steps of the activity: Two posters as authentic materials are brought into the
classroom that are divided into three columns each.
One poster is titled “Trying,” and the other is titled “Giving Up.” for teaching/learning
language. The column headers are labelled, “Thinking,” “Feeling,” and “Doing.” The
facilitator helps learners to identify words that appropriately fit in each of the three
columns on the two sheets. The facilitator asks for the language cafe participants
to discuss the differences.
Adaptation: The facilitator can discuss whether people can change their thinking
and whether this is likely to change their feelings and actions. Similarly, the
facilitator can also discuss whether language cafe participants are able to change
what they do and if this might change how they think and feel.
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Figure 6: Icebreaking activity at the beginning of a language cafe in Cyprus, organised by CSI

Example 2: get to know each other and each language
Suggested Time: 10-15 min.
Goal: get to know each other
Steps of the activity: Ask the learners to write down a word in their native language
on a small cart. Collect the carts and let someone take a cart and read out loud what
is written. Afterwards, one has to guess the language and the person who wrote it.
Adaptation: instead of writing a word in the native language, one can write the
languages one speaks.
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These ice breaking activities enable the
facilitators to know better the participants
which can also help the facilitators to make
efficient matches between the participants.

Language Cafe Implementation
To start the language café sessions
Based on the interests of the participants, the
topics of the language exchange can be set.
It is possible to use visual material to spark
conversations, such as pictures of food,
music instruments, places, or traditions.
Alternatively, based on a brainstorm session,
learners can indicate their wishes for “real-life
situations” which they want to learn, and
based on this input, the language cafes can
be structured.
During the Language Café sessions
During the language café, pairs need to be
stimulated to talk and communicate. Pairs
Figure 7: Language cafe in Cyprus,
organised by CSI
can use paper to write down the words and
phrases they are learning, and can decided
to share a google doc in order to record the language learning process for a later point.
The facilitator can suggest topics or questions when necessary, and keeps track of
time – with the possibility to change pairs when deemed necessary.

Online
A challenge for teachers is that language cafes do not work in the same way online
that they do in traditional, face-to-face teaching settings. Tasks that work well in person
do not always work well online, as a significant amount of learners’ attention is devoted
to social and technical features when interacting online, and this can cause
mismatches between teachers’ and learners’ expectations. Furthermore, socialising
and the formation of trust and friendship is essential for language learning, and these
can be more challenging for the teacher to implement online session settings.
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Figure 8: Language Café online organized by CSC Danilo Dolci

Teachers have to benefit from additional tools online in order to successfully scaffold
learners’ interaction, attention, and knowledge construction, which can require extra
cognitive effort on behalf of the teacher. These challenges aside, offering online
classes is a good thing. Online classes give language learning opportunities to people
that otherwise would not be able to come together because of safety measures for
COVID-19 or as results of geographic limitations. Plus, technology-delivered tasks can
help students develop technology skills.
Zoom: Video Conferencing, Web Conferencing, Webinars, Screen Sharing can be a
good tool out for facilitators to implement language café workshops in online settings.
Here’s why and how to use Zoom to teach languages online:
● ZOOM has a consistently good connection compared to many other video call
tools.
● Zoom also works really well for groups and facilitators can benefit from the
breakout rooms feature that allows the facilitator to open multiple “rooms” and
assign pairs to them for a set amount of time.
● The whiteboard feature gives you all the same options as when you annotate a
screenshare
For more detailed information on how to work with online tools, you can check out the
part ‘’How to develop a TBLT curriculum online’’ in the Open Textbook on Task-Based
Language Teaching.
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SECTION

II

–

CULTURAL

SENSITIVITY

GUIDELINES FOR LANGUAGE EXCHANGES
2.1. Cultural
Exchanges

Sensitivity

Guidelines

for

Language

This section is designed to support facilitators in making the most of cultural and
linguistic diversity present in group during the language exchange.
Facilitators have a particular responsibility to recognize and structure the meetings so
that these reflect and respect learners and teachers’ cultural differences. This
encourages learners to recognise themselves as individuals. Recognising and
acknowledging learners’ differences is part of treating them fairly and equally.
As such, knowing to read, use, and interpret body language effectively in intercultural
communication is the best strategy to reduce or limit non-verbal barriers to effective
communication.

2.2. Being aware of cultural diversity
The relationship between language and culture is deeply rooted as language and
culture developed together and influenced each other as they evolved. When people
from different backgrounds (e.g., locals and people with a migratory background) can
understand the importance of the link between culture and language, they have a
better chance of living together in harmony: being aware of the diversity and different
cultures diversity means recognising the possibility of finding a plethora of different
customs and traditions within one community, respecting each other’s beliefs, and
acknowledging the validity of different cultural expressions and contributions. A society
made of people who possess solid linguistic and intercultural awareness is a society
that taps into people’s community-building abilities rather than fuelling prejudices.
Language teaching and learning develops intercultural and linguistic competence, and
prepares learners and teachers to interact fruitfully with people of other cultures,
understand and respect people from other cultures as individuals with other distinctive
perspectives, values and behaviours. People can discover whole other worlds if they
first acquire a critical perspective that teaches them how to let go of cultural biases
and how to focus on what humans share rather than on what divides them. Learning
about different cultures allows the participant pairs in the language cafés to become
comfortable both with cultural differences across social groups and comfortable with
themselves.
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2.3 The Advantages of Active Listening
Intercultural Communication is necessary for any person who wants to understand
and get along with people who have different backgrounds. As an essential point of
the communication process, active listening skills are very important for being aware
of the diversity and different cultures.
Active listening is the receivers’ ability to fully focus on the sender, understand and
process the information conveyed in the message, and respond thoughtfully. Active
listening allows both sides of communication to engage and later recall specific details
without the need for repeated information. Active listeners use verbal and non-verbal
techniques to show they are keeping their attention on the speaker (message
senders). This not just supports the ability to focus, but also informs the speaker that
the listener is engaged and focused. An active listener carefully considers the
speaker’s words and commits the information to memory.
This ability is all the more important when communication takes place between people
of different cultural backgrounds, as it helps you build connections and trust, identify
and solve problems, increase your knowledge and understanding of various topics,
and avoid missing critical information that is deemed critical by the speaker.
Tips for using verbal active listening skills;
• Summarize the main points of the message the speaker shares to show
you fully understand its meaning.
• Ask open-ended questions and specific probing questions: it will show the
speaker that you are interested in the topic and their point of view;
• Employ discourse markers: short words and phrases such as “Okay”,
“Exactly”, “Wow” will keep the flow of the conversation smoother by inviting
the speaker to keep talking:
• Share similar experiences, it is a sign of empathy and co-participation;
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Figure 9: Language Cafe in a reception centre in Italy, organised by CSC Danilo
Dolci

2.4 Nonverbal communication
When verbal communication is limited, as is the case for complete beginner language
learners, nonverbal communication tends to become an important helper. As a matter
of fact, nonverbal communication adds further meaning to verbal communication and
helps the message receiver infer what is being said with words. However, different
cultural frameworks make people differ in the interpretation of specific non-verbal
cues. It is important to remember – and to remind the participant pairs in the Language
Cafés– that just like verbal communication – nonverbal communication is culturally
connoted.
The following are the components of nonverbal communication:
• Facial expressions (different cultures can express seriousness, attention,
relaxedness, happiness, etc. with different facial expressions and with
various degrees of intensity);
• Gestures (gesture meanings can vary from culture to culture);
• Eye contact (some cultures can interpret persistent eye contact as an act
of aggression; other cultures may interpret intermittent eye contact as an
act of carelessness);
• Paralanguage (in different cultures, the tone of voice, volume, rhythm, etc.,
can convey different degrees of assertiveness);
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• Proxemics (posture and distance from other speakers can be interpreted
differently in different cultures).
As such, knowing to read, use, and interpret body language effectively in intercultural
communication is the best strategy to reduce or limit non-verbal barriers to effective
communication.

2.5 Tips for Smooth Intercultural Communication
In order to avoid misunderstandings, during the Language Cafés, facilitators should
encourage the participant pairs to adopt the following behaviours, that should be
considered as tips for smooth verbal and non-verbal communication:
• Not being judgmental: try to understand without any judgement
• Not judge gestures individually but in a cluster
• Asking for clarification and check meanings: never assume that the other
person has understood your message and ask for explanation
• Identifying the negative: Learn how to discriminate against
negative/insulting, nonverbal social cues in your behaviour and in the host
cultures’.
• Using the receiver’s body language and learn to express and reproduce
specific nonverbal cues
• Create empathy and improve communication across lines of difference
• Developing an understanding of the meaning of nonverbal cues
• Observing, being sensitive, and noticing how people communicate.
• Effective body language behaviours such as maintaining eye contact,

Therefore, familiarising with the cultural components is important because it leads to:
• Develop the communicative skills,
• Understand the linguistic and behavioural patterns both of the target and
the native culture at a more conscious level,
• Develop intercultural and international understanding,
• Adopt a wider perspective in the perception of the reality,
• Make teaching sessions more enjoyable
• Develop an awareness of the potential mistakes that might come up in
comprehension, interpretation, and translation and communication
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2.6 Strategies for the Development of Intercultural
Communication Competence
Second language learning involves a number of different dimensions, including
grammatical competence, communicative competence, language proficiency, and
cultural understanding (Thanasoulas, 2001). People cannot truly achieve competence
in a new language until they have mastered the cultural context in which the new
language occurs. In fact, the learning of language and the learning of culture can be
compared with a child’s first experiences with the family into which he or she is born,
the community to which he or she belongs and the environment in which he or she
lives. Cultural activities and objectives should be carefully planned and incorporated
into second language lesson plans to enrich learning experience.
The use of appropriate materials can help learners engage in real intercultural
experiences. These materials can include films, news broadcasts, TV shows,
websites, magazines, newspapers, menus, and other printed matters. Trainers need
to adapt their use of cultural materials to suit the learners’ age and language
proficiency level. Using appropriate audio-visual resources can strengthen students’
images of the target culture and enhance their second language learning.
The use of role-play in language exchange can help language learners to overcome
cultural “fatigue” and it promotes the process of cross-cultural dialogues while at the
same time it provides opportunities for oral communication. Numerous other
techniques –readings, films, simulation, games, culture assimilators and culture
capsules (culture capsules are one of the best–established and best–known methods
for teaching culture) 1 can be used for language trainer to assist them in the process
of cultural learning in the classroom
To ensure effectiveness of language cafes, the facilitators should make sure that the
participants:
• Understand that people act the way they do because they are using options
the society allows for satisfying basic physical and psychological needs.
• Understand that social qualifications such as age, sex, social class, and
place of residence affect the way people speak and behave
• Understand that different cultures manage common situation or crisis
differently

1

https://abisamra06.tripod.com/comps-culture.html
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• Possess intellectual curiosity about the target culture and empathy toward
its people.
Easiest way of starting a conversation during the language exchange is to find things
in common conversation starters. On the table below, there are some suggested topics
that participants of language cafes can use during language exchanges. Moreover,
the participants can also search for other discussion topics from the Tandem Open
Text
Book
that
can
be
reached
through
this
link
https://teachyourlanguage.eu/resources/

Some Topics That can be Presented during the language exchanges
Climate

Clothing

Eating

Family life

Geography

History

Holidays

Humour

Leisure activities

Meeting people

Money

Population

Social occasions

Transportation

Vacation

Education

Pets
Sports

Some topics some topics can be considered as taboos that vary from
culture to culture and from country to country
Religion

Politics

Relationships and
Dating

Swear/Curse words and
Foul Language

War

Suicide

Abortion

Death

Drugs

Sexuality

Medical/Health Problems
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Mental Illness

Talking about these taboo topics can be considered risky because they can lead to
some unexpected outcomes. However, taboos are also a part of the culture and by
discussing sensitive topics, the learners can get a variety of different and valid
language skills in negotiation and respectful debate or justifying or explaining an
opinion. However, instead of the first day, taboo issues can be addressed in the
following sessions when there is a familiarity between the participants.

Figure 10: language cafe in Italy, organised by CSC Danilo Dolci
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Conclusion
This handout offers a guide for holistic cultural and linguistic exchange between people
from different linguistic and cultural backgrounds.
Based on experience of the TANDEM partnership in which language cafés were
organised with migrant adults and locals in each partner country, the following sections
include some final tips and practical tricks.
Suggestions from some facilitators and project team member who were involved in
the Tandem Language Cafes
• Ensure a good matching between the pairs that can work together and are
ready for mutual language learning practice by learning.
• Monitor the language exchange process to ensure good communication
among the participants.
• Ensure the participants take a progress plan seriously and stick to a
schedule including this plan
• Remind the participants that they can always apply to Tandem project tools
that have been developed for language teachings for the future language
exchanges.

Figure 11: creating a familiar atmosphere during the
Language Café organized by Compass in Austria
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Some feedback from the participants who joined Tandem Language Cafes
• Tandem Language Exchange was a unique way to stimulate our inner
teacher
• We were in a learning process that we could correct each other’s mistakes
constructively and offer some feedback and improvements to each other
• It was not like teaching in a classroom, but we could come up with different
things to do during the sessions.
• Our facilitator always gave a support to us when we couldn’t figure out how
we had to go forward
• Tandem project has very interesting tools that we could use during the
language cafes.
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Annex 1 – Materials
Pictures that spark conversation
In Italy, the language cafés were guided by the use of images to spark the
conversation between the pairs.
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In Austria, some classical language learning activities were used to the basics, and
pictures to stimulate further discussion
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Lesson Plan and Scenario based activities
In Greece, the following TBLT activities were used for the language cafes:

Language Cafe No.1 – Topic: Pets (60 min)
Pre-Task Activity Instructions
Intro (10 min)

Activation of prior
knowledge (10 min)

-Welcome the guests
- Ask about their day, health, if they arrived safe, etc.
- Icebreaker activity:
Mood barometer: How are you feeling today?
https://app.sli.do/event/hcmipxsz
- Introduction to the topic (e.g., “Today we’re going to talk about…”)
- Ask the participants:
• Do you know any animals in the Greek language?
• If so, which?
• Show images of animals; ask them how they are called.
The instructor gives the correct answer in case of mistakes.

Task Cycle
TBLT (20 min)

Instructions
•
•

•
•
•

Split them into pairs of 2
Activity: “You are a pet owner, and you want to visit the vet
because something’s wrong with your pet. Explain to the vet what
your pet faces. The vet should give you advice and perhaps
prescribe you a medicine.”
Give participants 3min. time to prepare. Suggest them to keep
notes.
Start the activity; give them 15 min to carry out the activity.
Trainer: monitors & supports when questions come out

Post- Task
Activity

Instructions

Analysis (10 min)

Once the participants finish the task:
• Ask them if it was easy or not for them
• Give examples
• Give feedback
• Ask what they found hard to talk about or to express in
Greek

Bringing words &
phrases to learners’
attention (10 min)

•
•
•

Write down the most significant words & phrases
New vocabulary
Phrases & words that were difficult for the participants

Images
File -> pet

Language Cafe No.1 – Topic: Sports (60 min)
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Pre-Task
Activity

Instructions

Intro (10 min)

Icebreaker activity “Would you rather…?”
Ask the participants:
• Would you rather eat in a restaurant or do sports in your free time?
• Football or basketball?
• Would you rather be a famous football or tennis player?
• Would you rather be an Olympic champion or a millionaire football
player?

Activation of prior
knowledge (10
min)

Ask participants (5 min):
• What do you do in your free time?
• Do you have any hobbies?
• Do you do sports in your free time?
• Which is your favorite sport?
Show them pictures with sports. Try to make them recall their names in
Greek (5 min.)

Task Cycle
TBLT (20 min)

Instructions
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Post- Task
Activity
Analysis (10 min)

Bringing words &
phrases to
learners’
attention (10
min)

Split them into pairs of 3
One is the parent, one the kid, and one the trainer teacher at the
kid’s school.
Activity: You and your kid have a meeting with the sports trainer at
school. Your kid wants to start a new sport immediately. You discuss
all together which is the most suitable sport for the kid, according to
its tastes, needs, abilities, and free time. Start to exchange ideas,
suggest options, and make a final decision. In the end, present &
elaborate your choice to others.”
Give participants 3min. time to prepare. Suggest them to keep
notes. Participants can ask fundamental questions about the topic
(vocabulary/ grammar).
Remind them that they must be short & concise at their final and
official answer
Start the activity; give them 10min to carry out the activity
Trainer: monitors & supports when questions come out

Instructions
•
•
•

Each group presents their choice to others
The facilitator keeps notes of the possible mistakes made
Write down the most significant words & phrases

Bring to partcipants’ attention:
• New vocabulary
• Phrases & words that were difficult for the participants
• Indicate the correct ones

Language Cafe No.3 – Topic: Geography (60 min)
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Pre-Task
Activity

Instructions

Intro (10 min)

-Welcome the guests
- Ask about their day, health, if they arrived safe, etc.
- Icebreaker activity: Word cloud
https://app.sli.do/event/hcmipxsz

Activation of prior
knowledge (10
min)

- Introduction to the topic (e.g., “Today we’re going to talk about…”)
Ask the participants:
• Do you know which is the capital of Greece?
• Do you know any other big cities in Greece?
• Which is your favorite city/village/ place in Greece and why?

Task Cycle

Instructions

TBLT (20 min)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Post- Task
Activity
Analysis (10
min)
Bringing words
& phrases to
learners’
attention (10
min)

Split the participants into pairs of 2
Give in each group one photocopy of the geographical areas in
Greece
Assign at least 1 geographical area for each group.
Activity: “Imagine that you are at school again! You and your
classmate must find the most famous & important cities in each
geographical area that your teacher will assign you. Use the internet
for this and write down the most important information for each city.
Then you will present your findings to the entire class.”
Explain to the participants that they should make use of the Internet
on their mobile phones or tablets.
Give participants 3min. time to prepare. Suggest them to keep notes.
Participants can ask basic questions for the topic (vocabulary/
grammar).
Remind them that they must be short & concise at their final and
official answer/ presentation
Start the activity; give them 15 min. to carry out the activity
Trainer: monitors & supports when questions come out

Instructions
•
•

Each group will present their findings
The facilitator keeps track of the mistakes made

Once the presentation ends, bring to the participants' attention:
• New vocabulary
• Phrases & words that were difficult for the participants
• Indicate the correct ones

Appendix: map with the Greek geographical areas

Language Cafe No.2 – Topic: Weather (60 min)
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Pre-Task
Activity

Instructions

Intro (10 min)

Ask participants:
• Do you know how we call the 4 seasons of the year in Greek?

Activation of
prior knowledge
(10 min)

•

Do you know how we call the weather phenomena in Greek?

•

Do you know how we call the months in Greece?

Video – song related to seasons:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z31ozwvFtB8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1J_c91hlPk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvLC95SzOXk
Question: Which of the months did you hear in the video?

Task Cycle
TBLT (20 min)

Instructions
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Post- Task
Activity
Analysis (10
min)

Instructions
•
•

Bringing words
& phrases to
learners’
attention (10
min)

Split them in pairs of 2
Activity: “You and your friend want to go on a trip on the weekend.
You can choose a destination either close to the sea or at the
mountains. You will make the choice according to the weather
forecast. Discuss the destination, how the weather will be like, and
finally make your choice.”
Give one photocopy to each with the weather forecast
Give participants 3min. time to prepare. Suggest them to keep notes.
Participants can ask basic questions for the topic (vocabulary/
grammar).
Remind them that they must be short & concise at their final and
official answer
Start the activity; give them 10min to carry out the activity
Trainer: monitors & supports when questions come out

The instructor should point out the difficulties the participntas
faced.
Ask them what was the hardest part they faced.

Bring to partcipants’ attention:
• New vocabulary
• Phrases & words that were difficult for the partcipants
• Indicate the correct ones
• Show them the slides with the mothns, seasons & weather
phenomena

Appendix -> weather forecast & photos with seasons

Language Cafe No.3 – Topic: (National) Holidays (60 min)
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PreTask
Activity

Instructions

Intro (10
min)

Welcome the participants:
• Show participants videos relevant to Greek national holidays
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wCsnGDbT9OM
(28 of October / 25 of March)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c88aXqyIC8Q (Carnival)
th

th

Activation Ask the participants:
of prior
• In which holiday season do they songs/ videos refer to?
knowledge
• Which is your favourite Greek festival & why?
(10 min)
• Do you want we celebrate on each occasion?
Explain & elaborate in case of difficulties

Task
Cycle
TBLT (20
min)

Instructions
•
•

•
•
•

PostTask
Activity
Analysis
(10 min)
Bringing
words &
phrases
to
learners’
attention
(10 min)

Split them in pairs of 2
Activity: “You and your friend are out for coffee. The topic of your discussion is (inter)
national holidays. Each of you should tell each other:
a. One of the most famous festivals in your country
b. In which season of the year is celebrated?
c. Traditions of this festival is the same for the entire country or are there any
varieties as per area?
Give participants 3min. time to prepare. Suggest them to keep notes. Participants can
ask basic questions about the topic (vocabulary/ grammar).
Start the activity; give them 15min to carry out the activity
Trainer: monitors & supports when questions come out

Instructions

•
•

The instructor should point out the difficulties the participants faced.
Ask them what was the hardest part they faced.

Bring to participants’ attention:
• New vocabulary
• Phrases & words that were difficult for the participants
• Indicate the correct ones

Language Cafe No.3 – Topic: Vacation (60 min)
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Pre-Task
Activity

Instructions

Intro (10 min)

Icebreaker activity
• KAHOOT! -> to fill in the poll

Activation of prior
knowledge (10
min)

Ask participants:
• Where was your last vacation?
• Have you ever visited other places in Greece? If yes, which?
• Which is your favourite place in Greece?
• Where do you plan to have your next vacation?

Task Cycle

Instructions

TBLT (20 min)

•
•

•

•
•
•

Post- Task
Activity
Analysis (10 min)

Bringing words &
phrases to
learners’
attention (10
min)

Split them into pairs of 2 or more (max. 4)
Activity: “You and your friends are planning to go on vacation the
next weekend. Choose among the four places (the facilitator will
give 4 different pictures with destinations in Greece) which one you
will finally visit. Elaborate on your choice each time. Finally, try to
compromise and choose a common destination. In the end, you
will present your destination & the reasons you chose it to the other
groups.”
Give participants 3min. time to prepare. Suggest them to keep
notes. Participants can ask basic questions for the topic
(vocabulary/ grammar)
Remind them that they must be short & concise at their final and
official answer
Start the activity; give them 10min to carry out the activity
Trainer: monitors & supports when questions come out

Instructions
•
•
•

Each group presents their choice to others
The facilitator keeps notes of the possible mistakes made
Write down the most significant words & phrases

Bring to partcipants’ attention:
• New vocabulary
• Phrases & words that were difficult for the partcipants
• Indicate the correct ones

Images
File -> vacation

Language Cafe – No 4 – Topic: Job (60 min)
Pre-Task Activity

Instructions

Intro (10 min)

-Welcome the guests
- ask about their day, health, if they arrived safe, etc.
- Introduction to the topic (e.g. “Today we’re going to talk about…”)
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- Ask if they liked your later meeting
- Get feedback
- Show images of different jobs
While you are showing the pictures, ask the participants:
• If they know in Greek these jobs
• Should nobody know, ask others, etc.
Activation of prior
knowledge (10 min)

Task Cycle
TBLT (20 min)

Then provide the correct answers
Ask the participants:
• What did you want to be when you were a kid? What happened?
• What’s the weirdest job you ever had?
• Do you do a second job to make more money?

Instructions
•
•

Split them into pairs of 2
Activity: “You are looking for a new job and you decide to visit a
jobcentre in your neighborhood to find out the available
vacancies. The assistant will ask you a few things to suggest
vacancies according to your profile and needs.
A. In which sector do you wish to work?
B. Which is your previous work experience?
C. What did you study?
D. Does it make sense for you if you find a job in another
sector that is not in your interest?
E. How many hours do you ideally want to work?
F. How will you commute to your workplace?
Now, change roles!”

•
•

•
•

Post- Task
Activity
Analysis (10 min)

Instructions
•
•

Bringing words &
phrases to learners’
attention (10 min)

One will be the office assistant and the other who is seeking a
vacancy.
Give participants 3min. time to prepare. Suggest them to keep
notes. Participants can ask basic questions about the topic
(vocabulary/ grammar).
Start the activity; give them 15 min. to carry out the activity
Trainer: monitors & supports when questions come out

The instructor should point out the difficulties the
participants faced.
Ask them what was the hardest part they faced.

Bring to participants’ attention:
• New vocabulary
• Phrases & words that were difficult for the participants
• Indicate the correct ones

In Germany, the following lesson plans were used:
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Session 1 - digital
Introduction

Notes

Welcome and introduction of the
participants
• Introduction of the language cafe
principle
• Setting goals expectation for the group
Ice breaker
One word
Show the participants a picture or an object. Let
them think for a minute and then share with
their group the one word that describes the
object in their mother tongue and
English/German.
Browsing subjects
Participants write in chat topics they would like
to discuss today and vote for the topic of the
day.
Topics should be related to real life situations
and challenges.
•

Checklist
After the topic has been chosen. Ask volunteers
to make a checklist for the role play.
Example exercise: staying at a hotel (face-toface, on the phone conversation with reception
desk)
• Participants talk about hotels, holiday
expectations and accepted behavior
while staying at hotels in their home
countries
• They make a checklist with steps to
follow while talking with the reception
desk
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Trainer needs to be prepared
for a variety of topics and have
exercises handy that can be
used directly or easily
adapted.
Alternatively, the trainer can
prepare the list and have the
participants vote for the topic
of the day.

They make list of potential wishes and
complaints
Role play
After the topic has been chosen. Ask volunteers
to present a role play in plenum.
Group Work
Divide participants into pairs and have them
practice the same topic. First in a common
language, that they both speak and afterwards
trying to teach each other similar expressions in
their mother tongue.
Speed dating
Turn the above exercise into speed dating.
•

Again starting with explaining
what to expect while staying
at the hotel in their home
country.

By changing partners and
languages the participants will
have a chance to learn both
new languages and cultural
differences.

Discussion and feedback
Participants talk about they takings from this
session
• language similarities the have notices
• cultural similarities and differences
• what surprised them

Session 2 - digital
Introduction
Participants say “Hello, how are you?” in their
mother tongue.
Ice breaker
Find 10 things in common
Participants are asked to find 10 things that they
have in common with every other person in the
group. For beginner level also body parts and
clothing are allowed. The proposed vocabulary
should be in their mother tongue and
English/German.
Browsing subjects
Participants write in chat topics they would like to
discuss today and vote for the topic of the day.
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Notes

Trainer needs to be prepared
for a variety of topics and

Topics should be related to real life situations and
challenges.

have exercises handy that
can be used directly or easily
adapted.
Alternatively, the trainer can
prepare the list and have the
participants vote for the
topic of the day.

Role play
After the topic has been chosen. Ask volunteers to
present a role play in a plenum.
Example: Going shopping
• Participants should start with talking about
the shopping experience and savoir-vivre in
their homeland.
• They should choose a type of a shop
• Start a conversation customer salesperson
Group work
Divide participants into pairs and have them
practice the same topic. First in a common
language, that they both speak and afterwards
trying to teach each other similar expressions in
their mother tongue.
Speed dating
Turn the above exercise into speed dating.

Discussion and feedback
Participants talk about they takings from this
session
• favorite, most interesting of funny
expressions learned today
• new holiday destinations they have learned
about
• what surprised them
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Let them start with
explaining the savoir-vivre in
their home country first.

By changing partners and
languages the participants
will have a chance to learn
both new languages and
cultural differences.

Session 3 - digital
Introduction
Participants say “It’s a beautiful day” in their
mother tongue.
Ice breaker
Your favorites
Participants are asked to find their 3 favorite
things, show photos and vocabulary in their
mother tongue and English/German.
Browsing subjects
Participants write in chat topics they would like
to discuss today and vote for the topic of the day.
Topics should be related to real life situations
and challenges.

Notes

Trainer needs to be prepared
for a variety of topics and
have exercises handy that can
be used directly or easily
adapted.
Alternatively, the trainer can
prepare the list and have the
participants vote for the topic
of the day.

Role play
After the topic has been chosen. Ask volunteers
to present a role play in a plenum.
Example exercise: giving advice to fight against
flu
• Participants should start with talking
about home remedies and doctors/healers.
• They should start a conversation patient doctor/pharmacist/friend
Group work
Divide participants into pairs and have them
practice the same topic. First in a common
language, that they both speak and afterwards
trying to teach each other similar expressions in
their mother tongue.
Speed dating
Turn the above exercise into speed dating.
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It’s a good opportunity
to also talk about
healthcare in
Germany.

They shouldn't forget about
cultural differences.

By changing partners and
languages the participants
will have a chance to learn

both new languages and
cultural differences.
Discussion and feedback
Participants talk about they takings from this
session
• new remedies they learned about
• similarities and differences in the approach
to health care
• language similarities
• what surprised them

Session 4 - digital
Ice breaker 1
Fun questions
Ask participants about 3 items they would choose
while being stranded on a desert island. The
vocabulary should be in their mother tongue and
English/German.
Ice breaker 2
Have participants play word games online
https://scattergoriesonline.net/new-gamecreate.xhtml
Browsing subjects
Participants write in chat topics they would like to
discuss today and vote for the topic of the day.
Topics should be related to real life situations and
challenges.

Notes

Trainer needs to be
prepared for a variety of
topics and have exercises
handy that can be used
directly or easily adapted.
Alternatively, the trainer can
prepare the list and have the
participants vote for the
topic of the day.

Role play
After the topic has been chosen. Ask volunteers to
present a role play in a plenum.
Example exercise: What’s the problem officer?
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Let’s also talk about
the police and

Participants should start with talking about
situations police can help with or when a
policeman can question a person. Make a
checklist first if needed.
• They should start a conversation citizen police.
Group work
Divide participants into pairs and have them
practice the same topic. First in a common
language, that they both speak and afterwards
trying to teach each other similar expressions in
their mother tongue.
Speed dating
Turn the above exercise into speed dating.
•

citizens rights and
compare
Germany with other
countries.

Remember to keep it
simple and don’t
forget about cultural
differences.

By changing partners and
languages the participants
will have a chance to learn
both new languages and
cultural differences.

Discussion and feedback
Participants talk about they takings from this
session
• what surprised them
• cultural and language similarities and
differences

Cooking class - digital

This exercise can be adapted to any subject related to handicraft or art.
Ice breaker 1
Ingredients
Ask participants to show the recipe
ingredients and write vocabulary in their
native language and English/German.
Role play
Ask volunteers to prepare a small meal in
front of the camera.

Group work
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Notes
At the end of a previous session
participants should have
received homework: buy all
ingredients and prepare a short
cooking presentation.
Keep it really simple. A
sandwich or simple salad will
suffice.
Don’t forget to write down the
vocabulary.

Divide participants into pairs and have them
cook in front of each other. First in a common
language, that they both speak and
afterwards trying to teach each other similar
expressions in their mother tongue.
Discussion and feedback

All cooking presentations can be
also conducted in plenum.

Participants talk about they takings from this
session
• new recipes they have learned
• favorite or new foods
• language and cultural similarities

In Cyprus, CSI has used the following icebreakers, lesson plans and materials in their
language cafés.
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Centro per lo Sviluppo
Creativo “Danilo Dolci”
Italy - danilodolci.org

Active Citizens Partnership
Greece - activecitizens.eu

compass
GmbH

Compass GmbH
Germany - compass4you.at

CSI Center for Social
Innovation LTD
Cyprus - csicy.com

Iberika Education Group
GGMBH
Germany - iberika.de
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